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PREFACE

The Socio-Demographic Research Unit of the Central Bureau of

Statistics of Norway is engaged in improving methods for prior calculation

of the size and composition of a future population. This article presents

some of the more important ideas on which the work is based. This present-

ation is in English.	 A somewhat more extensive account has appeared

previously in Norwegian in Article No. 54.

The present article is supposed to appear as a chapter in the

volume "Statistical Problems in Population Research", edited by Nathan

Keyfitz and to be published by the East-West Population Institute, The

East-West Center, Honolulu, Hawaii. The Central Bureau of Statistics

gratefully acknowledges the permission of the East-West Population

Institute to publish the chapter in anticipation of the future pub-

lication of the book.

One of the more interesting early contributions to the theory

of population forecasts was Leo T8rnqvist's section of the publication

"Calculations concernant la population de la Finlande, sa reproduction 

et sondeveloppement futur", authored by Jorma Hypp81H et al., and pub-

lished by the Central Bureau of Statistics of Finland in 1949. The

publication appeared in Finnish and Swedish, with a summary in French,

and it well deserves to be better known than it is. In order to make

T8rnqvist's ideas accessible to the readers of this article, a trans-

lation into English of central parts of his contribution to the publi-

cation appears as an Appendix here. The Central Bureau of Statistics

of Norway is grateful to Leo T8rnqvist for his authorization of the

translation and his permission to publish it.

Central Bureau of Statistics, Oslo, 1 November 1973

Petter Jakob Bjerve
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FORORD

Statistisk Sentralbyrå arbeider for tiden med å forbedre metodene

til å forhåndsberegne framtidige folketall. Denne virksomheten foregår i

Sosiodemografisk forskningsgruppe. I denne artikkelen framstilles noen av

de viktigste ideer som ligger til grunn for arbeidet. En noe fyldigere

versjon er tidligere utgitt på norsk som Byråets artikkel nr. 54.

Artikkelen skal senere bli publisert som et kapittel i boken

"Statistical Problems in Population Research", som er redigert av

Nathan Keyfitz og som skal utgis av East-West Population Institute, The

East-West Center, Honolulu, Hawaii. Statistisk Sentralbyrå vil takke

instituttet for samtykke til opptrykk.

Et av de mest interessante bidrag til teorien for befolknings-

prognoser er Leo T8rnqvists kapittel i heftet "Berakningar rftande 

Finlands befolkning, dess reproduktion och framtida utveckling", utgitt

av Statistiska Centralbyrån i Helsingfors i 1949 med Jorma Hypptila et al.

som forfattere. Heftet kom ut på finsk og svensk, med et sammendrag på

fransk, og innholdet fortjener å bli bedre kjent enn det er. For å gjøre

T8rnqvists ideer tilgjengelige for leserne av denne artikkelen, gjengis en

engelsk oversettelse av de sentrale deler av hans bidrag til heftet som et

appendiks her. Statistisk Sentralbyrå vil takke Leo TBrnqvist for at han

har autorisert oversettelsen og gitt tillatelse til publisering.

Statistisk Sentralbyrå, Oslo, 1. november 1973

Petter Jakob Bjerve
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"Our discipline Ldemography] has been greatly influenced by demand
for prediction of future population and by efforts on the part of our

members to satisfy that demand. The public expects predictions. When I

meet someone who asks me what I do, and I reply that I work at the mathema-

tics of population, the reaction is something like: "Great: Then you're

the man who can tell me what the population of the world will be in the year

2000," or even: "When, according to your figures, will there be too many

people in the United States?" To protest that I and others practising the

profession of demography are interested in facts by no means escapes the

question; the most interesting facts are those relating to the future.

If the questioner is experienced enough to know that prediction is

difficult, he at least supposes, when he hears about demographic models,

that the accuracy of prediction is a test of the models. The demographer,

he might say, has every right to look into many aspects of past and present

population, but he validates this right, and distinguishes himself from the

ordinary run of men, by now and again doing a prediction. Like the

Pharisees in the Bible who asked Jesus for a miracle, our public wants a

sign from heaven that we are authorized, that we are not mere guessers

like themselves. Our calculations may be esoteric, but everyone can under-

stand a prediction that the census of 1980 will count 230,000,000 persons

in the United States, and any Pharisee can check the calculation when the

census total is released about August 1980. By doing this small miracle of

prediction we not only help people in their practical affairs between now

and 1980, but when that date comes round we will have proved our competence

by an unmistakable sign. The desire to be useful, and even more the desire

to prove competence, are strong. We do not reply as Jesus did to the

Pharisees, "There shall be no sign given to this generation."

Rather we attempt a miracle, and the miracle fails miserably."

Nathan Keyfitz, Presidential Address to the
Annual Meeting of the Population
Association of America, Washington,
D.C., April 23, 1971. Demography 
8 (4):571-580.rk,
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LEVELS OF ERROR IN POPULATION FORECASTS

By JAN M. HOEM

1. Introduction and Main Conclusions 

1.A. The chief purpose of making a population forecast, in the

view of this author, is to contribute to improved planning and to

better decisions.
1
 Accuracy of the prediction, in the sense that it

turns out to agree well with subsequent actual population trends,

cannot be the only or even the main goal towards which the makers of

forecasting models should aim. Forecasts have well-known "publication

effects" which influence their accuracy. On the one hand, people

will be apt to behave as if the prediction will largely come true,

thereby creating an effect in the direction of accuracy, while it may

be desirable to plan for a different development. On the other hand,

the inherent tendency of self-defeat of a forecast which really brings

ill bodings to a population, does not in itself make it any less

valuable as a planning instrument. (The fact that these effects work

in conflicting directions does not mean that they neutralize each

other.)

Yet it is important to have a reasonable degree of accuracy.

Grossly unreliable forecasts are of little value for planning. One

must, therefore, deplore the fact that the purely demographic popu-

Ia.- ion forecasting methods which are in current use, largely give

unreliable "predictions" of future population trends. An improvement

on this front cannot apparently be brought about solely through the

development of more sophisticated demographic models. A large expe-

rience shows that more refined demographic methods have not given

more accurate results than simple procedures. 2 Hope for real improve-

ment appears to be linked with the inclusion of non-demographic fac-

tors in the models. In Norway, this will probably come about through

Acknowledgements.

I wish to thank Morris L. Eaton, Monica Fong, Svein Longva,

Thorvald Moe, Tore Schweder, and BjOrn TOnnesen for reading the pre-

sent article in manuscript and for giving many helpful comments. I am

also grateful to Lars Wid6n for giving the explanation on which the

first part of Section 9.D is based.
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the incorporation of the population forecasting model in a macro-

economic planning model. One central motivation for this procedure,

is the desire to include the influence of population policy explicitly

in the calculations.

If one's primary concern is forecasting inaccuracy, one

should not be too optimistic, however, as to the possible gains

resulting from model development. The most important improvement

in forecasting procedures will probably not be their increased relia-

bility but their greater relevance to economic and social planning.

One must also bear in mind that such a development cannot be brought

about overnight; it will only come as the result of a concentrated

effort over an extended period.

1.B. Population forecasts will always contain elements of un-

certainty. When a forecaster publishes the results of his calcula-

tions, it is part of his task to firmly remind the users of this.

To-day, this is usually done primarily through the presentation of

several alternative forecasting series. Forecast producers have fre-

quently (and in part rightfully) been criticized for being much too

vague as to the reliability of the forecast, even when there are

alternative series. Several authors have insisted that forecasters

should bring this custom to an end, and that they should change over

to specifying probability distributions for future population numbers.

Much more precise statements about forecasting uncertainty would

then be possible. -Less demanding authors have requested the publica-

tion of standard errors along with the forecast of future numbers.

1.C. In principle, this type of approach evidently is a goal

towards which forecasters should strive and to which one may possibly

find a reasonably accurate and operational solution some time in the

future. The timeliness of forwarding such a request at the present

time is, however, seriously open to questioning. Much too little is

known about central population processes to merit the publication of

probabilistic measures like standard errors of this type, to say

nothing of entire probability distributions. The publication of such

measures would give a quite unwarranted impression of the precision

of current knowledge. It is difficult to understand what gain there

could be in introducing an additional source of uncertainty, such as

this would be. 3

1.D. It is a main standpoint of this author that in countries

with good data the most decisive part of such forecasting error as
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there is any hope to control, consists in erroneous model specifica-

tion. Present-day models delete factors which seriously influence

population trends, or such factors are inadequately represented.

Thus, the most important immediate task facing the forecaster is to

get a more adequate forecasting model.

This stand is reinforced by the fact that the derivation

of the probability distribution of future population numbers on the

basis of a given forecasting model is no walk-over. Formulas for

the first few moments can be ground out by standard methods, but a

drive to establish the entire probability distribution quickly runs

into serious technical problems. In a situation where available

resources are limited, this represents a further argument for giving

low priority to such a line of attack at present.

I.E. Under these circumstances, it may be useful to list the

kinds of elements which contribute to making population forecasts

unreliable. In the present Chapter, the sources of forecasting error

are grouped into three types, viz.,

I. estimation and registration errors;

errors due to random fluctuations;

III. erroneous trends in future mean vital rates.

These types are subdivided again into six levels altogether,

the key-words for the levels being estimation and registration errors,

pure randomness, random vital rates, unincorporated gradual changes

in mean vital rates, gross shifts, and serious model misspecification. 4

This Chapter describes these levels of error and discusses

their consequences, thus sketching the main reasons for taking the

position outlined above.

2. Preliminaries

2.A. As is well known, the advance calculation of future popu-

lation figures can appear in many modes. The present paper will

address itself solely to the situation where the figures are positively

aimed at saying something about the future of a real population. Thus,

such things as counter-predictions and calculations made for analyt-

ical purposes only will be left aside, and the analysis will concen-

trate on predictions/forecasts, as already indicated by the language

used above.

Bearing the planning purpose of forecasts in mind, it is

important to note that even predictions can appear in several modes.5
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Following Leif Johansen (1970), we shall distinguish between a pure

forecast, an indicative forecast, and a forecast explicitly incorpor

• rated in a decision-making process.

A pure forecast represents an attempt at predicting more

or less unconditionally "expected" or "most probable" future trends.

An indicative forecast tries to capitalize on the tendency

of becoming a self-fulfilling prophecy which is inherent in a forecast

(unless it causes alarm and leads to action in the opposite direction,

as indicated in Section 1.A above). This idea has been extensively

used in indicative economic planning in France, but not, to our

knowledge, intentionally in population prediction in spite of its

obvious importance at least for regional forecasts.

In forecastiu models for decision-making processes, one

will distinguish between four types of elements, which are linked by

the model:
6

Firstly, there is a group consisting of the variables

which are beyond the control of the decision maker, and which are not

much influenced by his actions. This group of variables is 6menable

to pure forecasts.

Secondly, the decision maker has a set of instruments

(decision variables, policy variables) which can be used to influence

future trends.

Thirdly, a set of targets will be specified, and a purpose

of the forecasting exercise is to show how these targets may be

attained. Thus, the forecast will be partly normative.

Finally, there will bean additional category of variables

whose values will be determined at least partly by decisions made,

but which are not deemed sufficiently important to be included among

the target variables.

Depending on the structure of the model specified, the

actual forecasting may be carried out by means of an iterative proce-

dure. It may also be put into effect sequentially through periodic

revisions. What results from such a procedure would be neither a

pure forecast nor fully a normative plan. Although it would have

elements of both, they would be so tightly interwoven that an attempt

at classification in either category would be of little value.

Evidently, the self-defeating and self-fulfilling tenden-

cies of a forecast will come into play no matter which of these modes

it is made in.
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2.B. Most producers of future population figures of the kind

which we take into account in this Chapter (including the Central Bureau

of Statistics of Norway) will insist upon calling their commodities

population projections. Their own behaviour seems to belie this con-

tention, however. Such producers will typically make an effort to

base their calculations on assumptions which are as "realistic" as

at all possible, and when the actual population trends turn out to

deviate from the "projection", they will produce new calculations

based on updated assumptions. Although most of them will not accept

this, it looks as if such forecasters really attempt to predict future

population trends, but realize that they are not very good at it.

Moreover, as Keyfitz argues, 7 most users will take interest

in the figures produced mainly insofar as they can be regarded as

predictions, and the majority will treat them as that anyway.

It seems that most of the advance calculations actually

made, can be placed somewhere in the area bordered by real projections

on the one hand and pure forecasts on the other hand. Occasionally,

attempts are made at taking the influence of policy variables impli-

citly into account through the choice of specifications of future

vital rates, but in general policy-making effects are left out. This

is one of the most important sources of forecasting inaccuracy as

well as a major defect of forecast as a tool in planning, and we shall

return to it on several occasions in later Sections.

2.C. Before going into the presentation proper of the Chapter, we

conclude this preliminary section by introducing some conventions and

notation. For convenience, we shall take the forecasting time unit

to be a year. Time is reckoned from the beginning of the forecast,

and year t is the year between time t - 1 and time t. Let us

use the notation X(t) for the vector of the actual population at

time t. The forecaster is required to produce a prediction k(t)

for X(t) for t = 1,2,...,T . Present forecasting models will

typically calculate the forecast recursively, so that *(1) is cal-

culated first, the result is used to calculate *(2) , and so on.

Forecasts of a national population will typically be produced through

a linear model. If we disregard international migration, this means

that one will use a forecasting relation of the form
(‘)

(2.1) 	 X(t) = M(t) X (t-1) , for t = 1,2,...,T .

Here, M(t) is a projection matrix. As is implied by the notation,

it may depend on time. If international migration is taken into

account, the net number of immigrants must be added to this expression.
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Nobody seems to have found satisfactory methods of accounting for

international migration, however.

Forecasting models based on cohort ideas can usually be

written in the form given in (2.1). So can regional projection models

based on (area-) component methods.
8 

While much of the literature on

population prediction in effect limits itself to national forecasts,

the present discussion will cover prediction of the regional distribu-

tion of the population as well. The restriction to the national level

sometimes covers up some of the complexities involved.

For simplicity and concreteness, most of the account below

will be tied formally to linear forecasting models for closed popula-

tiops. It is easy to see how much of it can be transferred to other

situations.

3. Sources of Forecasting Inaccuracy 

3.A. This Section contains an overview of the various sources

of inaccuracy, grouped into three types, which are subdivided again

into six levels altogether. The types are numbered I, II, and III.

The levels are numbered consecutively from 1 to 6. Further considera-

tion is given to them in later Sections.

Tyl  I. Estimation and ruistration errors 

Level 1: None of the parameters of the forecasting model

are really known to the forecaster. Statistical estimates must be

calculated from available data. This gives rise to a series of

sources of error. We shall reckon with

(a) estimation variance (which is due to the fact that the

data will be regarded as a sample);

(b) registration errors giving defective data for the

parameter estimates;

(c) errors in size and composition of the initial popula-

tion X(0) .

Such errors are propagated through the entire forecasting

period. The effect is similar to that of

(d) rounding errors;

and these will be included on Level 1.

Type II. Errors due to random fluctuations 

Level 2: Pure randomness. Even if the survival proba-

bilities in force during a given forecasting year were known, the
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proportion of survivors in each population group would not be exactly

equal to this probability. There would be some random variaton.

The same is true for births, and so on.

Level 3: Random vital rates. Pollard (1968) and Sykes

(1969) have criticized models assuming that the elements of the

projection matrix M(t) are non-random parameters. Pollard mentions

that mortality rates depend on weather conditions: a hard winter will

cause increased mortality, in particular for the old and the very

young, and, conversely, a mild winter will give rise to lower than

normal mortality. 9 Sykes (1969, p. 118) asserts i° that "natural and
social phenomena such as droughts,epidemics, revolutions, and the

like, would result in substantial departures from the mean performance

in births and deaths." Thus, both of them seem to think in terms of

a kind of mean development of the projection matrix, with superposed

fluctuations. The mean development would then be represented by the

expectation EM(t) of the projection matrix M(t) , while the fluc-

tuations would be measured, among other things, by the covariance

matrix E(t) of the elements of M(t).

This seems to agree well with statements given in the

discussion during the Honolulu Symposium, where Paul Meier, in par-

ticular, emphasized that one ought to study fluctuations in vital

rates as they have occurred during periods for which one has observa-

tions, and that such fluctuations should be built into population

projection models.

Type III. Erroneous trends in mean vital rates 

Level 4: Unincorporated sradual changes. Society changes

and there is a corresponding gradual change in mean fertility, mor-

tality, and so on. The difficulty of predicting such changes with

sufficient accuracy represents a further source of uncertainty in

the forecasts.

Level 5: Gross shifts in mean vital rates. In connection

with certain major events, such as wars, serious economic depressions,

break-throughs in medical techniques, and major changes in population

policies (such as abortion practices), vital rates may get a sudden

shift to a new level. Whichever type of model is used, it can be

difficult to foresee when such a shift may possibly come and how im-

portant it will be, even in the immediate future.

Level 6: Serious model misspecification. In present-day

forecasting models, important factors get left out or are specified

quite incorrectly. For example, the lack of explicit attention given
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to policy variables gives rise to errors on this Level.

3.B. Although we have suggested typical causes for some of the

error levels above, the classification is essentially one of effects 

on vital rates. Except possibly for Level 1, the classification is

intended to convey an impression of increasing seriousness of these

effects, which constitute the sources of forecasting error.

Both Type II and Type III errors are really kinds of model

errors, and one may have both unincorporated gradual changes, gross

shifts, and misspecification at least of Level 3 errors. Therefore,

no Type or Level is called "model errors."

All of these kinds of errors can occur no matter which

forecasting mode one applies. Thus, this discussion is relevant to

them all.

Eaton (1971) has classified forecasting errors somewhat

differently. It appears that he would call Levels 1, 6, and possibly

4 initialization errors, while Levels 3, 5, and probably 2 would be

future errors.

Keyfitz (1972) has suggested yet another classification.

His component 1 corresponds to our Level 2. His component 2 corres-

ponds to our Levels 1 and 4. His component 3 probably corresponds to

our Level 3. Finally, his components 4 and 5 seem to correspond to

our Level 6. He does not give separate attention to gross shifts

(our Level 5).

4. Estimation and Registration Errors 

4.A. The statistical estimation of model parameters will give

rise to estimation error. As far as is known, nobody has actually

carried out variance calculations to study the effect of this on the

forecast, but it should be possible to do so by known methods.

Haggstrom (1971) mentions that projections made for U.S. university

enrolment are highly sensitive to small changes in parameter values

when carried a large number of years into the future. Parameter vari-

ability has effects which accumulate as the projection period progresses.

4.B. Rounding errors surely build up in an entirely corresponding

way, and may get a certain influence after a number of projection

years. Goodman has given some consideration to the importance of

rounding errors in one of his papers (1968), but otherwise this does

not seem to have worried people who have written about forecasting.

We may probably interpret this as signifying that such errors are

much less problematic than other sources of inaccuracy.
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4.C. The quality of the forecast depends on the quality of the

data. A considerable part of the litterature on demographic methods

is devoted to the question of what one should do when faced with

defective data. Naturally, much of this material primarily considers

problems concerning data for developing countries, but problems tor-

menting United States forecasters figured prominently during the dis-

cussions in Honolulu.

5. Level 2 Errors (Pure Randomness) 

5.A. Assume that the survival probabilities, birth probabilities,

and so on, which really are in force in a given year, were specified

at the beginning of the year. Seen through the eyes of the proba-

bilist, deaths, births, and so on, registered during this year, repre-

sent the outcome of a series of random "experiments". The variability

of such an experiment can be measured, and this variability gives

rise to Level 2 unreliability.

Pollard (1966), Sykes (1969), and Schweder (1971, 1972)

have studied this phenomenon by means of branching process theory,

and they all agree that Level 2 errors account for only a small part

of the total unreliability of population forecasts. Before we go on

to consider errors on higher levels, we shall mention one of Schweder's

results, however. To be sure, it is not so useful in its present

form because it is bound to the Level 2 errors, which have small

importance, but it will be of considerable help if extension to

models incorporating errors on higher levels proves possible.

5.B. Like Pollard and Sykes before him, Schweder bases his

reasoning on the classical Leslie model of population dynamics and

then adds "binomial" random variation. The initial population X(0)

is regarded as given, and so is the projection matrix M , which is

taken to be independent of time. X(t) becomes a random vector with

some covariance matrix C(t) . As a forecast for X(t) , one uses

(5.1)
	

k(t ) = mtx( o)
which gives

(5.2)
	

k(t) = EX(t) 	 .

This suggests that k(t) is an appropriate forecast. One wishes to

make statements concerning the discrepancy X(t) - )1(t) which must

be expected between the actual population vector and the forecast.

Let (3 be an arbitrary confidence level, 0 < (3. < 1 , and let 6 be

the (3 percentage point in the x 2 -distribution with a number of
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degrees of freedom equal to the number of elements in X(t) . Schweder

shows, among other things, that a large X(0) will make X(t)

approximately normally distributed, and that

P {fl(t) — ( sc ii (0) < x i ( t)	 + ( ac ii (t))/])

which means that there is an approximate probability of at least (3.

that the number of persons X i (t) in each population group i at

time t will lie between the bounds

X. (t) + 1:6C. i (t)] 1_
simultaneously for all population groups. A choice of f3 equal to

some number like 0.8, 0.9, or 0.95, would make the upper bound here

a high forecasting value and the lower bound a low forecast for X i (t) .

6. Level 3 Errors (Random Vital Rates) 

6.A. As mentioned above, Pollard (1968) and Sykes (1969) have

suggested that one should regard the population projection matrix as

random. The matrices M(1) , M(2) , 	  are regarded as a sequence

of random matrices determined by natural and social mechanisms, and

the projection matrices then act upon the population one after another,

thus producing the transition from the beginning of a year to the

beginning of the next one. 11 (This is essentially the same idea as

that due to Smith and Wilkinson, 12 who study a one-dimensional Markov

chain which they call a branching process in a random environment.)

In these papers, both Pollard (1968) and Sykes (1969)

restrict themselves to a situation where the matrices are stochas-

tically independent. If we regard EM(.) as known, the forecasting

calculations can be carried out recursively, viz., through

(6.1) 	 R(t) = EM(t) 	 (t-1) for t = 1,2,...,T

and we still get (5.2) because

(6.2)
	

E 7 M(s) = 7 EM(S).
S=1 	 s=1

6.B. Even though Sykes also gives some formulas for the general

case, where EM(t) and E(t) may depend on t , most of the atten-

tion has been devoted to a situation in which there is a stationary
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level for the matrices as well as for their variability, i.e.,

(6.3) 	 EM(t) E M

for a suitable matrix M , and E(t) is independent of t . 	 Schweder

and Hoem (1972) have also studied this case, and have carried out

calculations to get an impression of numerical consequences for this

"doubly stationary" model. The values for M and E were based on

Norwegian data from the years 1953-1968. The main conclusions were

as follows:

(i) Mortality fluctuations at ages below 50 do not greatly

influence accuracy of population forecasts in a

country like Norway, and the model reflects this in

a satisfactory way.

(ii) As a consequence of the stationarity built into the

model, the unreliability of the forecast of the num-

ber of births, as measured by the model, will stay

on approximately the same level through the first

sixty forecasting years (which was as far as our

calculations went). This is reasonable if the

variability in this model is regarded as the contri-

bution to the total unreliability of the birth fore-

casts which is due to random fluctuation in the pro-

jection matrix around a given level.

(iii) On the other hand, the model turned out to imply a

very high level of unreliability of the forecasts

of births in the first forecasting years. 13 The

level is so high that it either indicates that such

birth forecasts are seriously unreliable, or else

this model has overestimated the forecasting inaccu-

racy.

6.C. The latter of the alternatives under point (iii) above appears

to be the more plausible. The fertility level in Norway really was

not constant over the years from 1953 to 1968, and the changes which

did occur, were not due only to random variation of the type on which

Pollard and Sykes base their argument for random projection matrices.

There has been a genuine development in EM(t) over these years.

When the covariance matrix is estimated from the variation in the

vital rates around a mean level for the observational years, one

will have added the variation of EM(.) around this mean to the

fluctuations of M(.) around EM(.). Thus, our measure of variabi-

lity will be too large, consequently inflating our estimate for
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the part of the unreliability of the birth forecasts which is due

to random variation in M(.) .

It is not really adequate to use a constant projection matrix through-

out the forecasting period either.
14 

When the forecast is made, one

may have information supporting a certain time-trend in EM(t) . (Com-

pare our comment on cohort methods below (2.1).) The use

of (6.3) means that one omits utilizing such information.

It is easy to change the model to take these factors into

account. One is still left with the necessity of determining the

long-time trend in EM(t) in a non-arbitrary way, and this is one of

the more important sources of inaccuracy of birth forecasts. At this

point, however, the problems really belong on higher levels of error

than the present Level 3, so their discussion will be postponed to

later Sections.

6.D. The assupmtion that the projection matrices are uncor-

related, may be another weakness in the above models. In a later paper,

Pollard (1970) has suggested that one may make them stochastically

dependent,
15 

and he introduces a simple second-order autoregressive

model where the rate (5(t) of growth of the total population is

described as a particular linear combination of 6(t-1) and 6(t-2).

The model accounts for the total population only, and Pollard writes

(p. 209) that the analysis becomes quite complicated if one attempts

to introduce an age structure.

Evidently, any serviceable population forecasting model

must contain some age structure. In addition to the mathematical

complications which result from this, one will also get practical

calculation problems if one makes the projection matrices stochas-

tically dependent. It is not easy to see how one might calculate a

forecast k(t) recursively and still obtain (5.2) if the matrices

are correlated. 16

If some probabilistic model is prescribed for the

M(t)-s , it is, of course, theoretically possible to make the fore-

cast through simulation. The practical problems involved seem con-

siderable, however. Since existing knowledge of realistic stochastic

models for these matrices is very vague, extensive simulation experi-

ments will most likely be necessary both to establish a model and

later to make the forecast. Corresponding resources could probably be

put to better use at other points of forecasting theory.

6.E. It has not been possible so far to extend the elegant

results demonstrated by Schweder 17 to the case where the projection
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matrices are random. The problem is that it is too difficult to

derive the probability distribution of Tr ts=1M(s) .

7. Type III Errors (Erroneous Trends in Mean Vital Rates) 

7.A. (Level 5) Occasionally, one may have a reasonable possi-

bility of foreseeing that a gross shift in vital rates may occur in

the near future, and one may then try to take this into consideration

when forecasting if one's technical preparedness is sufficiently high.

Usually, it will be quite impossible to account for such matters when

a forecast is made, however. Since it is generally agreed that the

forecaster does not have occult powers, one should not expect him to

predict events of this kind, to.say nothing of what effects they will

have on population trends. Unfortunately, it happens that critics

forget this in hectic moments.

In the formal theory, as we have described it above, such

sudden events are reflected in shifts in EM(t) , and possibly in

other characteristics also, such as in the covariance matrix E(t)

of M(t) .

7.B. (Level 4.) On the other hand, the forecaster is expected

to make allowance in his calculations for a gradual change in EM(t)

(and possibly also other characteristics), and he is expected to do

so better than others. Even though it is a gradual developmen that

he is supposed to foresee, he is faced with a whole spectrum of possi-

bilities in the exact specification of future trends, and trial

calculations with alternative specifications, all of which seem

reasonable and realistic, will usually result in population trends

which are noticeably different from another. There is, therefore,

considerable forecasting uncertainty on this Level as well.

There are at least two ways of explicitly allowing for this

source of inaccuracy:

(i) The classical procedure is to produce and publish

several alternative forecasting series. An attempt

is made to make them represent reasonable and realis-

tic future trends, and at the same time provide some

impression of the range within which the figures

reasonably can be expected to lie.

(ii) The other line of attack consists in further developing

the ideas described in Section 6: 18 Some mean tritd

in EM(t) may be specified. The uncertainty of forecasts of

births and similar factors may be taken into consideration

through a suitable specification of the probabilistic
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mechanism generating the random matricesM(t). The unreliability

of the forecast will increase as one progresses into the

forecasting period. One may account for this by letting

at least the diagonal elements in E(t) increase with t

since these elements represent the variances of the elements

of M(t) .

Both of these procedures require the forecaster to decide upon

medium future trends in population components, and in this respect they

are similar to each other. They differ in their treatment of forecasting

uncertainty.

A forecast made according to produce (i) above will typically be

presented with relatively vague statements concerning the prospective

accuracy of the alternative series. 19 Considering common experience

with forecasting accuracy, this attitude is understandable. In

principle, the alternative assumptions on which the series are based,

are selected in the light of what expert opinion considers reason-

able and probable. The deliberations involved are a long distance

away from what would be needed to warrant an interpretation in pro-

babilistic or confidence type terms, however. To give such an

interpretation would be to overly dignify our notions of the possible

span of future trends through suggesting that we can make precise,

quantitative statements far beyond what present-day methods permit.

On the other hand, many forecasters may certainly be criticized

for not having made greater efforts to explain what their series

should be taken to mean.

In principle, the second procedure indicated above makes

statements possible on a quite different level of preciseness. As a

minimum, standard errors for all figures forecast can be calculated,

for example for the predicted number of births in each forecasting

year.
20 

If the probabilistic model for the 14(t)-s is sufficiently

specified and if the mathematical problems can be solved, one may

also find the probability distribution of X(•) . In this case, this

probability distribution will be the real forecast. On its basis,

one may for instance calculate prediction regions, and one may put

statistical decision theory to good use. In theory, therefore, procedure

(ii) above gives results which one should decidedly aim at. The account

belowwill bring out the basis for scepticism as to the possibility of

carrying out such a program today, however.

7.C. Any forecast will be based on the assumption that some-

thing is kept constant, whether this is the projection matrices them-

selves, their rates of time-change, or something else. Let us symbolize

this "something" which is kept constant by a parameter vector G. A
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specification of trends in population components during the forecasting

period then actually consists in specifying a parametric matrix func-

tion m(t;0) and letting21

EM( t ) = m(t ; 0) .

Level 4 errors result from a somewhat erroneous value of

0 , or from a bit of deviation of m from what it should really have

been. (If the discrepancy in 0 is due to the observations, such as

if it is an estimation error, it belongs on Level 1.) Level 5 un-

reliability is due to gross shifts in 0 or to substantial changes

in m . Level 6 errors arise because important factors are entirely

absent in this specification, or'because they have been included in

a quite incorrect manner. To take account of missing factors may

mean to further partition the population into subgroups, in a way

similar to what will usually happen when a more sophisticated purely

demographic model is substituted for a simpler one. On the other

hand, an extension of the forecasting model may entail something

much more radical, such as the introduction of non-demographic fore-

casting variables and of policy variables.

7.D. (Level 6.) Inter-regional migration and international

migration are prime examples of demographic phenomena which are in-

adequately treated in present forecasting models. Common model rela-

tions for internal migration accord badly with current knowledge, and

they make no explicit allowance for policy implications. Level 6

deficiencies are strikingly evident. To the extent that international

migration is accounted for at all, assumptions commonly seem unrea-

sonably arbitrary and often have the character of calculation examples

more than anything else. Computations made in different countries

are not harmonized in any way. Thus, the number of out-migrants each

year for all countries taken together does not equal the number of

in-migrants, so one has not even been able to secure elementary con-

sistency.
22

Similarly, present-day knowledge does not permit us to

take the publication effect explicitly into account in the fore-

casting mode1. 23 (Of course, the publication effect is in part a

consequence of the way in which the forecast is presented, as will

be discussed in Section 9 below.)

7.E. A main viewpoint of this Chapter is that Level 6 errors are

so important for population forecasts that time and additional re-

sources in future work in this area should primarily be concentrated

here. There is not much the forecaster can do about gross shifts.
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Type II fluctuations have less influence, comparatively speaking.

Estimation and registration errors come into the same category in a •

country like Norway; and in other countries, where they represent a

serious problem, people are devoting much time to it. Finally, much

of Level 4 unreliability is really due to unsolved problems on

Level 6.

Even if one takes this stand, it may have some interest to

take a look at what could be achieved if Type III unreliability were

non-existent. Turning to this question in the next Section, we shall

argue that a drive in such a direction, desirable as a solution

clearly is, is apt to quickly run into serious technical problems of

its.own, something which represents a further argument for letting

this line of attack rest for the time being.

8. A Further Discussion of the Probability Distribution of the 

Population Vector.

8.A. Let us now reason as if Type III inaccuracy were non-

existent. As Keyfitz (1972) explains, Muhsam (1956) has suggested

how knowledge of the probability distribution of the future population

can help economic and social planning through application of the

user's loss function. (Muhsam repeated his ideas in a later paper

(1967) with a different but similar example.) Muhsam's suggestion

actually amounts to utilizing the probability distribution

F(y,t0 ) = PfY(t o) 1 yl

of the total population Y(to) at some future time to to develop
some operative forecast (to) for planning purposes. (Note that

the function F(.,t 0) is now the real forecast submitted by the

statistician.) If L denotes the loss function as usual, let us use

the name risk-minimizing operative forecast for the value r'Yo which

makes

R(y). 	 L(y,y) F(dy,t
0

a minimum. y will depend on L as well as on F, and therefore
0

will be specific for the individual user.

8.B. This is clearly a useful way of applying forecasts.

In many cases, the forecaster may be interested in the number of

persons in a single population group (without splitting it into

subgroups). Of course, this need not be the total population, as in
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Muhsam's example; it may be births or something else.

This type of example represents an overly simplistic situa-

tion, however, where many problems do not surface. When such an

example is presented without an extensive discussion of its limita-

tions, one gets too optimistic a view of the possibility of directly

applying these ideas in practice. Let me mention some commonplace

points.

Firstly, water reservoirs, schools, and other items of

the infrastructure which a society builds, should not only be

suitable for the population at a given future time t o ; they must do
service over a large number of years, frequently much longer than

until the end of the forecasting period. Instead of concentrating on

the population at a given time t o , the planner must take into con-
sideration the population over an extended period.

Secondly, plans frequently cannot be based upon total

population or the size of a single population group. One will need

to know how this population is distributed over several subgroups,

such as sex, age, and residence. (Just think of school locationing,

the building of correctional institutions, social service planning,

and so on.)

To cover all these possibilities, the loss function should

depend on the entire vector X(t) for all t, and on the operative

forecast X(t) for all t . The probability distribution which

should be specified, is the simultaneous distribution P for

X(1) , 	 , X(T) . The risk to be minimized is

R(k) = I L(X3) P(dX) .

Practical application of this theory is possible only if three prob-

lems are solved, viz.,

(i) establishing the probability distribution P

(ii) finding the loss function L

(iii) minimizing the risk R.

The third of these problems does not require any under-

standing of factual matters. "Nothing more" than knowledge of mathe-

matics and numerical analysis is necessary, so the job seems suitable

for contracting out to consultants.

Problems (i) and (ii) deserve some further consideration.

8.C. It is important to understand the dimensions of the prob-

lem one is up against when one wants to establish the probability

distribution P , even if Type III errors are disregarded. Some
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authors who advocate the use of P , seem to take this too lightly.
24

'
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There is a lot of leeway for subjective considerations of

future population trends in the theory which we sketched in previous

Sections. For example, there is much scope for such elements in the

specification of the probabilistic mechanism generating the random

matrices M(t) , which we touched upon in Section 7.B. In principle,

the distribution of the population vectors X(1) , X(2) , ... can

be derived from this specification. One must proceed in such an

orderly manner to get an acceptable result. It is quite unsatisfac-

tory to make a straight jump and arrive at P without explicitly

taking into account the way in which X has been generated, the

way Agnew (1972) does, for instance.

8.D. Both the specification of such mechanisms and the mathe-

matical derivation of the probability distribution of the population

vectors are quite problematic, however, and it seems doubtful whether

it is possible with present-day knowledge to arrive at a P in an

operational form which can be used in practical planning.

It may be of some interest to note that an attempt in this

direction has been made by Leo TOrnqvist. Through his contribution,

the 1949 Finnish population predictions (HyppOla et al., 1949) con-

tained a "high," a "medium," and a "low" series, with a view to the

"high" and the "low" series constituting an 80 per cent prediction

interval for the actual population growth. It is not quite clear

exactly what this was really intended to mean, but it looks as if

there was supposed to be a probability of 0.8 that the actual number

of births in all forecasting years would fall between the "high" and

the "low" prediction bounds. 26 (The probability of 0.8 may also have

been meant to cover other events.)

Reporting on the outcome up to 1965, TOrnqvist (1967) showed

that the forecast from 1949 had been quite inaccurate, and that both

total population and births had been above the upper prediction bound

each year since 1950. It is worth noting that the groundwork for

this forecast seems to have been much more thorough than in many other

cases.

The prediction coefficient of 0.8 given by TOrnqvist should

be regarded as a subjective estimate. He made extensive studies of

the variation in population parameters, but he gave up specifying

detailed probabilistic mechanisms and deriving consequences for future

population numbers because a staggering amount of work would have been

required.
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8.E. Problems similar to these arise when one wants to find the

loss function L. Public population forecasts are wanted by a highly

heterogenous group of users. Only a very small number of them can

be expected to know what a composite probability distribution like

P is, or indeed, what a loss function is. For the major part, one

cannot even expect to be able to explain these concepts. There will

be, at best, a small circle of important users who will be able to

cooperate on this level, perhaps mainly planning divisions in the

ministries and a few, centrally placed, independent consultants.

Typically, however, such users will not only have as their task to

give dimensions to single projects of the type one finds in Musham's

examples. Quite on the contrary, they will usually apply the fore-

casts in a complex planning context during assessment of future

development of large sectors of society. It is hardly probable that

such users will be able to reduce even the most important of their

considerations to a loss function with a form so operational that it

can be applied for the minimizing of numerical risk. One of the

problems facing those who try this, is that they would need to have

public preferences made precise in a degree far beyond what public

governments have been willing and able to do so far.

This problem is similar to the one facing economists

wishing to establish an operational welfare function for Society.

Attempts in this direction have not been singularly successful.

Nevertheless, the concept of a welfare function has been highly fruit-

ful in economics. It is possible that the loss function could play

a similar role in forecasting theory, but its direct applicability

in practical forecasting work should not be overrated.

9. The Presentation of Population Forecasts 

9.A. When population forecasts are so unreliable, the presen-

tation to the public is highly important. The forecaster is expected

to have a better understanding than others of future population

trends, and the users will rightly want him to give sufficient advice

to enable them to use his product. This is made difficult by the

heterogeneity of the user group. Preferably, the forecaster should

present his results differently to different categories of users.

The form of the presentation will depend also on how far model work

has progressed and on resources available. In an ideal situation

where the most important model errors have been eradicated and where

one has established the probability distribution P for the popula-

tion vectors with satisfactory approximation, the really competent
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users might be serviced by direct interaction with the forecaster and

the use of a system of computer programs, much in the way short term.

economic planning is currently carried out in Norway.

People who are familiar with concepts as esoteric as the

difference between simultaneous prediction regions and corresponding

marginal prediction intervals, surely will have no difficulty in

keeping forecasting unreliability clearly in mind even if they are

presented with a single operative forecast, whether this is a straight-

forward expected population EX(*) or some more sophisticated risk-

minimizing operative forecast. Nevertheless, they would find a

listing of some percentiles of the distribution P helpful. Part

of .the interpretation of the prediction would therefore consist in

making tables of particularly interesting percentage points of P .

These may come from the one-dimensional marginal distributions

generated by P , or, preferably, they may be simultaneous percentage

points similar to those of Section 5.B.

9.B. Suggesting these possibilities is looking quite some time

ahead. Even if a program of this type could be carried out, it would

probably never be accessible to the great majority of users. For

one thing, they have little need for such a complex offer; for another,

they would really rather have other elements than what this system

can give (e.g., a finer regional specification); and finally, most

users would not be able to utilize the system. Therefore, there will

always be a need for a presentation in a more conventional form. Since

it is so important to remind the user continuously of the unreliability

of forecasts, such a presentation for the general public probably

ought to have the form of several forecasting series, much in the way

commonly accepted today. There will be the advantage that the series

will be based on a better theory than today's, and they will represent

something much more precise than present-day series. (For example,

they may represent series of percentage points of P .) Still, there

should be several series, not a single one.

9.C. It is sometimes contended that economic and social planning

in a country or a region ought to be based on a single forecasting

series because one would otherwise risk having different institutions

base their plans on dissimilar expectations of population trends. 27

This fear is perhaps due to a somewhat exaggerated opinion of the

effectiveness of the planning process as well as of the reliability

of population forecasts. The main point must surely be that planning

should be flexible so that it can be adjusted to changing circum-

stances,
28 

and then other deliberations than the fear of dissimilar
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expectations about the future must be decisive for the choice between

publishing several forecasting series anda single one. If planning

is so strongly tied to a single series that it is not flexible in

this way, the very argument which leads to the advocacy of a single

series should make one expect another set of problems. Just assume

that the single alternative on which all planning has been based,

turns out to underestimate future population growth. One would then

expect capacity problems to occur simultaneously in a number of places,

something which could have been avoided if some people made their

plans according to a larger expected population growth than others.

To the extent that the alternative series give the planner

an impression.of the sensitivity of his target variables to populati-

on forecasting errors, he may try to compensate for such unrelia-

bility through his policy recommendations. The consistent publica-

tion of a single series may prevent him from taking advantage of this

possibility, something which would constitute a disservice to serious

planning work.

The use of a single forecasting series would also be con-

trary to the philosophy underlying Muhsam's proposal (Section 8.A),

which, roughly speaking, is that the individual user should "play

safe" in his assumptions concerning future population. This is a

part of his suggestion which is very reasonable.

9.D. Any promotion of the idea that the user should be able to

concentrate on a single series, is unfortunate. It distracts atten-

tion from forecasting unreliability, which is undesirable. In this

connection, the experience of the Swedish National Central Bureau of

Statistics has some curiosity value, and it can serve as a warning

against trying one's hand with, say, three forecasting series,

because this will induce the lay user to jump to the middle alterna-

tive.

The Swedes used to compute forecasting series with three

alternative sets of fertility assumptions and to publish all series.

They were then pestered by inquiries as to which alternative people

were supposed to use, however, and they got involved in long discus-

sions which "always" ended in the choice of the middle series. To

spare themselves from this, they now publish the middle series only,

although they still calculate more series. 29

The U.S. Bureau of the Census has chosen a different solu-

tion. By 1953 it became customary for them to publish four series of

population projections in each set, thereby avoiding any middle series
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(Siege1,1972). This policy has later been adopted by others, in-

cluding the Central Bureau of Statistics of Norway (1972).

9.E. According to this line of thought, any demand that the

forecaster should enable the user to decide which single set of

alternative assumptions he finds most relevant,
30 or even that he

should "express, no matter how tentatively, his own judgment as to

which series to choose" (Schmitt, 1971, p. 8) becomes seriously ques-

tionable. True enough, the population statistician ought to have a

better grasp of emerging trends than the lay user, but this should

also mean that the statistician can best appreciate the unreliability

involved. He would, therefore, be shirking his ultimate responsibil-

ity.whenever he invited the user to disregard it.

When the Central Bureau of Statistics of Norway, for one,

publishes a forecast with four alternative series, this means that in

our opinion, future population trends seem to fall somewhere in the

area mapped out by the alternatives presented. We could have published

many other alternatives, but we do not do so, because we regard them

as unrealistic. On the other hand, we are genuinely in doubt as to

future trends, and we try to make the user take all four series into

consideration simultaneously.
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Footnotes

1 A similar view is held by Cox (1966), pp. 256-257, and by Siegel
(1972).

2 An extensive review of these matters has appeared elsewhere
(Hoem, 1972).

3 While working with this paper, the author was considerably en-
couraged by discovering that Gus Haggstrom (1971) has taken essen-
tially the same position in his work with models for American
university enrolment. So have Savage and Brown (1960), who write
as follows (pp. 37-38):

"No estimates of standard errors or confidence have
been computed for the prediction of college atten-
dance in this section or in Section 9, for although
technically possible the computations did not seem
warranted. The important point to grasp is that
different methods of prediction, although giving
generally similar patterns, have substantial varia-
bility for each year. This suggests that the choice
of a model is probably a source of variability at
least as great as the inherent statistical errors
in the problems. Since there are no overwhelming
reasons for preferring one model to another it would
appear that the computation of standard errors of
predictions can lead only to a false sense of con-
fidence in the estimates' precision."

Savage and Brown (1960) do give prediction intervals for other
forecasts, presumably because they feel more confident about
the choice of model in those cases. Brown and Savage (1971)
have later reported on their experiences over the period 1960-
1970.

4 Paul Meier lucidly explained the concept of levels of error in
population prediction in a contribution to the discussion at the
Honolulu Symposium. The idea itself is of older date. It is
inherent in previous work, e.g., by Pollard (1966,1968), Sykes
(1969), Schweder (1971), and in Keyfitz's previous paper (1970,
p. 16) on this subject. While Meier suggested using four such
levels, it seems more convenient to have six altogether.

5 This idea is prominent in the economic literature, but many au-
thors writing about population prediction seem unaware of it.

6 These ideas have roots back to work done by Ragnar Frisch in the
1940s. Compare the foreword in Tinbergen (1966) and Section 3.2
in Johansen (1969).
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7 Keyfitz (1970, P. 21):

"The distinction between projection and prediction
cannot always be maintained. A projection is of
interest in the degree in which its assumptions
are realistic which is to say in the degree in
which it is a prediction."

Compare also, e.g., Siegel (1955), p. 113, and Siegel (1972).

8 Working Group on Social Demography (1970), p. 44. Siegel (1967),
Section 28.

There are other methods for regional population forecasting,
such as apportionment methods, which do not fit into this scheme.
Compare Siegel 1955, p. 116-117; Working Group on Social
Demography (1970), p. 44; U.N. Manual III, Section 361.

9 This idea has been taken up by A.H. Pollard (1970), who has given
mortality some further study along these lines.

10 Actually, the statement is made in a slightly different connection,
but it seems quite appropriate to use it here.

11 In Schweder's terminology (1970), the stochastic process
{M(t) : t=1,2,...} is a predecessor of {X(t) : t=1,2,...} .

12 Smith and Wilkinson (1969, 1970). Cfr. also Athreya and Karlin
(1971).

13 As explained under point (ii) above, our measure of unreliability
stayed on this level throughout the forecasting period.

14 This means using (6.3) in (6.1). Whether one Calculates M in
a straight forward manner, like we did, or one arrives at it in
some other way, is a different matter.

15 Compare Smith and Wilkinson (1970).

16 For example, we can use (6.1) no longer, because if we do that,
formula (5.2) will not hold, since (6.2) is false in general when
the matrices are correlated.

17 See Subsection 5.B above.

18 This type of idea figures prominently in Eaton's contribution
(1972), and it was strongly advocated by Norman Ryder during the
discussion at the Honolulu Symposium.

19 The following statement from the preface of a recent Danish popu-
lation projection (Danmarks Statistik, 1970) with five forecasting
series, is probably uncommonly precise:

"While there may be certain grounds for assuming that
series 2, 3, and 4 give an impression of coming po-
pulation trends which is more probable than series
1 and 5, it is at present very difficult to assess
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which one out of series 2, 3, or 4 should be regarded
as the most relevant expression of population trends.
When, in spite of this, Danmarks Statistik recommends
that series 3 is to be used in connection with public
planning, etc., the reason is the wish that a dissim-
ilar assessment of the results presented should not
give public planners in different institutions cause
to base their work on dissimilar expectations about
population trends."

20 Formulas for the case of independent M(t) have been given by
Sykes (1969) and in a different form by Schweder and Hoem (1972).

21 It is really the entire distribution of X(.) which should be
specified and the uncertainty of this specification which should
be discussed. For simplicity we consider only EM(t) , however.

22 Cfr. U.N..Population Division (1971), Sections 5, 9, 21, 22, and
Economic Commission for Europe (1971), Section 16.

23 Muhsam (1966, p. 277) has given this matter some particular con-
, sideration. It has also figured in the economic literature.

See, e.g., Johansen (1970).

24 Agnew (1972) represents a particularly bad case. Keyfitz (1972a, PP.
358 and 360) makes a couple of bad splashes.

25 Muhsam (1956,p. 145; 1967, Section 7) admits that demographic
theory does not yet offer a basis for the derivation of P. He
contends, however, that it is sufficient for his purpose to make
vague guesses as to the form of the distribution. One must be
permitted some scepticism as to the practicability and usefulness
of such an attitude.

26 TOrnqvist was worried (1949, p. 75) that he had overestimated
this probability, and that it was really less than 0.8.

27 Compare, e.g., footnote 19.

28 The British, who publish a single forecasting series, strongly
stress this point (Thompson, 1970).

29 Personal communication from Lars Widgn, December 29, 1971. A
comparison with footnote 19 and the following paragraph brings
out the contrast between the publication policies which the
three neighbouring Scandinavian countries have chosen.

30 The idea that the user should settle for a single series, is
widespread. For example, it is quite evident in Schmitt (1971)
and in Keyfitz (1972) and again in the quotation of footnote 19.

31 The reference to "This Volume" in the list of references alludes
to the volume "Statistical Problems in Population Research", in
which the present article is supposed to appear as a chapter.
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THE CONSIDERATIONS WHICH DETERMINED THE CHOICE OF THE PRIMARY ASSUMPTIONS

FOR THE FINNISH POPULATION FORECAST OF 1949 1) By Leo T6rnqvist 2)

Population forecasts 3) 
could be produced in a large number of

different ways depending upon which series of vital statistics are

chosen as the primary forecasting series. In the choice of primary

forecasting series, it is appropriate to select those series whose

development has been more regular than the series which could be

calculated as soon as the primary forecasting series are given. If

one can choose for one's primary series one which has so small variations

during the observational period that one can replace the series by a

constant without loosing any features which are essential for the

understanding of the progress of events, a natural forecasting

assumption will be that this time series will continue to be approximately

constant during the forecasting period. Such approximately constant time

series do not necessarily have to be available in the system of time

series which form the initial material of the forecasts. If one can

derive new series from these original time series through some calculating

rule, and these new series have been approximately constant (invariant)

during the period of observation, and furthermore if these new series

conversely uniquely determine the series which one wishes to calculate,

these derived, approximately invariant time series could be chosen as

primary forecasting series. Thus, the first stage in the forecast

production consists in seeking out time series which could be regarded

as invariant except for minor, random deviations from the mean value.

If one finds more approximately constant series than the minimum number

which is necessary for the forecast, it is practical to choose such series

for primary forecasting series as would minimize the calculations necessary

to derive the time series one is really interested in from the primary

forecasted series.

1) Pp. 69 ff in Jorma HyppOla; Aarre Tunkelo; and Leo TOrnqvist (1949):
"Calculations concernin& the poyulation of Finland, its reproduction 
and future development" 	 (in Finnish and Swedish, with French summary
and translations of table and diagram headings), Statistiska Meddel-
anden, No. 38, utgivna av Statistiska Centralbyrån, Helsinki.

2) Translation from the Swedish text by Jan M. Hoem, authorized by Leo
Tarnqvist.

3) "Forecast" is a translation of the Swedish work "prognos", which Lna.

also be interpreted as "projection", depending on the intentions of
the author. TOrnqvist intended "prognos" to mean "forecast".
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In establishing forecasts for the primary series, it is necessary

to take into consideration the fact that these series are not completely

invariant, but must be regarded as statistical variables which only give a

certain amount of information, depending on the length of the observational

period relative to the forecasting period, concerning the distribution of

the figures which one would get if the series were known even for the

forecasting period.

The value taken by the primary series at a given future forecasting

time, can be regarded as a sample from this distribution. Which value the

sample will represent cannot be foreseen with much precision. 	 On the

basis of the variations in the primary series during the observational

period, it is possible, however, to get a reasonably good understanding

of the approximate position of the percentiles which have particular

interest, such as the first, fifth, and ninth decile of the probability

distribution which describes the hypothetical mother population from which

the observed or "ex post" observable figures could be regarded as samples.

While the work which could be put into the task of making precise the

notions about the future which one can get through a study of the obser-

vations in hand must be seriously limited in practice, it seems permissible

to be content with making more or less subjective primary forecasting

assumptions concerning the position of these deciles. In this connection

it seems to us to be appropriate to make three assumptions concerning the

future development. The first one, which we will call the optimistic one,

gives the forecasts which are so high that the producer of the forecast

estimates that there is a probability of approximately 1/10 that the

forecasted figure will be exceeded by the corresponding figure calculated

"ex post" for the time period or time in question. The second and most

interesting assumption aims at figures with the property that there is a

probability of one half that the corresponding figures calculated "ex post"

will be larger and one half to be smaller than the forecasted (median) fig-

ure. We shall speak of this assumption as the most probable one. The third

assumption, which we shall call the pessimistic one here, again aims at

the series of figures with the property that there is a probability of

approximately 1/10 that the figure calculated "ex post" shall prove to be

smaller than the corresponding figure according to the pessimistic

assumption. As there are several primary series, these three assumptions

may be combined in many different ways to get the series derived from the

assumptions. Since a complete analysis of all combinations would require

a large amount of work anyway, one must be content with the combinations
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which seem most interesting. The most interesting forecast is, of course,

the one which is based upon the most probable assumptions. When the

various optimistic primary assumptions are combined, one gets a derived

forecast which as a rule is even more optimistic than the primary

optimistic forecasts, and conversely for the derived forecasts based upon

the pessimistic assumptions.

(TOrnqvist then goes on to describe the technique used to arrive

at his three forecasting alternatives. We leave out approximately a

page and a half of his text.)

We have finally developed primary forecasting assumptions No. 3,

4, and 5 concerning the development of fertility after relatively free

experimentation, keeping in mind the trend in the specific fertility

rates described above, corrected with respect to the variations in the

marriage rates. As we said already, the assumptions concerning fertility

constitute, relatively speaking, the weakest points in the population

forecast. The optimistic and the pessimistic forecasting assumptions

concerning the development of nativity are rather different from each

other. The possibilities of establishing good approximations for the

corresponding theoretical forecasting series based on the observational

material in hand is considerably less than for the assumptions concerning

mortality. It is, therefore, possible that the probability that the

number of births during one or more years after 1947 will fall outside of

the interval between the pessimistic and the optimistic forecast, must

be estimated to exceed the risk of approximately 2/10 which we have tried

to make our guidelines in our attempt at choosing the basic assumptions

concerning the probable development of nativity.

In the establishment of the forecast of the survival probabilities

it has not been possible to take into consideration the increase in these

probabilities which can be expected to follow from the great medical

progress lately (penicilin, streptomyecin, aeromycin, and so on). It

therefore seems more probable that the survival probabilities at least

within the next decades will become larger than according to assumption

No. 4, than that they would become smaller than according to this

assumption. By comparing the development "ex post" with the forecasting

assumption No. 4, one can get an evaluation concerning to what extent

these and other similar medical developments, which so far have not been

able to make any noticeable impact upon our observations, have influenced
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the development of mortality.

When these basic assumptions concerning mortality and nativity are

combined with the assumption that there is no out- or in-migration during

the forecasting period which would considerably influence population

development, it is possible, solely on a basis of these assumptions and

known statistical data for the year 1945, to develop statistical time

series describing the development and the composition according to age

and sex of the population until the year 2000. For deriving these time

series from the given assumptions, we have employed well known computational

methods.
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